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We present here the work performed by an international team on 
Moon seismology which gathered with the support of ISSI Bern and 
Beijing. Our goal is to provide to the scientific community the 
following elements:
- processed data sets and an analysis of their error bars
- internal structure models produced by using these processed data 
sets and up to date a priori information
- an analysis describing what we know and what we don’t know 
about the internal structure of the Moon, in order to support and 
drive future seismological deployments
We will present the review work of a priori information and internal 
structure models, and the preliminary analysis of processed data sets 
(travel times, deep moonquake stacks...) performed up to know.
The strategy for data analysis and reference model production will 
also be presented. We conclude on our statement to support future 
lunar internal geophysics missions.

Review of internal structure models:
As a first step, we reviewed internal structure models of the Moon 
and underlying assumptions. Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2 summarize 
the previous models published and their underlying assumptions.  

Table 1: A priori information and data sets used to create the various models presented in 
figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 1: Zoom on the first 80km of the Moon internal structure inferred by various 
spherically symmetric models. From left to right, P and S wave velocities and density as a 
function of depth inside the Moon. 

Figure 2: Compilation of 
spherically symmetric models of 
Moon internal structure produced 
by various researchers. From left to 
right, P and S wave velocities and 
density as a function of depth 
inside the Moon.

Previously published models disagree mainly on the inferred crust 
structure, deep mantle and core. If we exclude the earliest results, there 
is a general agreement in the top and mid-mantle ranges.

Review of seismic attenuation models:
Table 2 review the various seismic attenuation models published and 
underlying assumptions.

Table 2: Seismic attenuation estimates by various authors using various methods that constrain 
different depth and frequency ranges

Figure 4: P and S arrival time deviations relative to median value for surface and shallow events

Figure 5: S-P times deviations relative to median 
value for deep Moon quakes

Comparison of deep moonquake stacks
Stacks for deep moonquakes have been created by three different teams over 
the years of Apollo data processing. Our international team gathered the stack 
waveforms and started a comparison of these waveforms.

Next steps:
 Invert the same data sets with the same a priori assumptions using different 
model  parametrization to infer resolved and unresolved regions
 Finish writing two papers describing respectively data sets and models
 Provide body wave arrival time picks and deep moonquake stacks 
waveforms to the scientific community
 Provide recommendations and support for future seismological experiments 
on the Moon surface
 Initiate a core science team for an international lunar seismological network 

Conclusions:
Inferred internal structure models disagree on crust structure, deep mantle 
and core, because the data are lacking to constrain deep regions.
Arrival time picks present a low variability (<2 s) except S waves outliers.
Deep moonquake stacks by various teams present very similar waveforms.

Comparison of quake 
locations:
Our team gathered quake 
locations from various 
researchers in order to 
estimate quake location 
errors. As already pointed 
out by previous studies 
these errors appear to be 
quite large, in particular if 
constraints on the velocity 
models are relaxed like in 
Hempel et al. (2012).
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Compilation of body wave arrival time picks:
Our team created a compilation of previously published P and S arrival times for 
the events with enough arrivals to allow a location.
Deviations relative to median arrival times are presented for surface and shallow 
events in figure 3, and for S-P times of deep Moon quakes in figure 4. 

Figure 6: On the left, 
example of comparison 
between deep moonquake 
stacks (event A1, station 
S12). On the right, 
statistics of correlation 
coefficients between the 
various data sets, and size 
of records in the various 
data sets (insert).
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